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director marc webb also explained in the same interview that it is not the same jameson as in the comics, saying: my version is not the same version as the
comic. they are different people. jameson and j. jonah jameson aren’t the same person in the current canon of the marvel universe. i kind of found those new

stories he told to be such a neat exploration of ‘okay, who is this guy, and is he an ally or is he a villain?’ that was really fun to play with. webb also revealed that
"spider-man" and "spider-man: into the spider-verse" will have to be done separately, the latter needing its own story. [16] thankfully, the already established
"spider-man" movie franchise is unaffected. [17] spider-man's expanded universe also includes the "battle of the atom" line of amazing spider-man comics, an

ongoing series set in the 1960s. it includes original stories and stories that feature classic characters like captain america and iron man, as well as the character
ms. marvel. wasteland is a graphical overhaul of the core gameplay. spider-man levels are now rendered completely in-engine; in addition to spider-man

swinging around new york city, spider-man can dive into the snow to break through the ground and find out secrets. two new elemental powers have been
added. spider-man can now shoot webs out of his hands and web up any walls in the environment, or enemies. also, spider-man can now use a "tether blast" to
draw in his enemies for a grapple. [12] the size of the areas in the game are not affected by the level of graphical improvement; however, the size of the levels
themselves have been increased somewhat.[13] the combat engine was also upgraded to use ps3 and xbox 360 technologies to create unprecedented levels of

fluidity and responsiveness. new opponents including venom, the hobgoblin, the green goblin, and goblin soldier enemies have been created.[14] as in past
games, the player can make use of new gadgets as one-of-a-kind abilities to bypass some game mechanics and enhance traversal, combat, and webbing. the

spider-sense is a "cognitive processing" that enables spider-man to go into "spider-sense" when he gets too close to an energy source. the player can then
commandeer nearby objects or enemies, add them to an inventory, or use them to fight. [12] playstation move motion controllers have been integrated into the
game to allow the player to use the controllers to simulate web swinging, wall-crawling, and web-based combat. [13] spider-man's armor is rendered by physics,
allowing the player to feel the hit of attacks on his spider-suit.[14] this system was replaced by a more simplified system in a later patch. additionally, a bug-fix

release was created to remove the performance issues around the game engine. [15]
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